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1.INTRODUCTION
Cummt LILSI micro‐ fabHcation tttnologies are stin

being pushod to new extremes by the DRAM community,

thereby exp∝iting research on l ‐4 Giga―bit DRAMs[1]

using O.16 ‐ 0。 l μm ttsign rules. ■ e giga― scale

intttnion(GSI)era has dett beguno Also,sophisucaed

micЮprocessos using O。 2-0。 l μm MOSFETs could possibly

appear at the beginning of the 21st century.  Combined with

such inσ―line technologies,Irludl diversi■ od LSI appHcation

to multi‐ mdas, pO15onal dgital assistants eDA)and

inbrination appliances is now opening the !inoma山 c

computing!'age,which will bring about the paradgln shi■

lo our life and society.Key technologies unttrlying this

trend aκ low power,low cost,high p∝bllllancQ and high

reliability.Aよ itionally,new appЮ aches to ULSI systelns

arld ・Tchitectures have been proposed to enhance the total

pttbrmance of systems廻 二to redllCe systerrl costo Exalnples

indu“ the embend DRAMs[2]that OVercome banttidh

bottlen∝ks,ndwork― celltHc computing systerrls indeperldent

of OS/rrlachines,  and audo¨vittЮ  computing  systenls

(MPEG).
For scaled MOSFETs,thin■ lm SOl dvices will be

most pЮ mising for low power as wdl as short channd

9詭CtS in spite that a明 ′sta qudity problelll still m五 ns。

However,along with the■ astic pattdgm shi■ occllrnng in

SeFrliCOndlctor business and t∝ hnology, a new strategy, in

particular for low pow(r dectronics must be introぬ ced to

劇 ize the nonlaic lifestyle armod with the easy― to―use giga

chips.In this paper, statoof― theart llLSI technology is

reviewod md the new challenges for giga‐ scale integration

(GSI)nЮ m the view points oflow power and low voltage ate

presented“

2.DRAMI TECHNOLOGY
DRAMs are now surering oom process complexity dle

to the complicated 3-lD cell stluctures nooed tO remce sOi

o「or rate,  leaing to increased bit‐ cost and a speed gap

betwoen MPUs and memoneso The follller strongly rewires

use of ferrodectHc materials such as PZTs in the lnernory

capどにitor; the latt∝ 岬 ires errlbed■ d DRAMs aiming at

more  systeln― o壺erltod applications.    ■ e erllbend
memoHes pЮ 宙de low power∞ nsumption dle to smaller

load capacitance within a chip as wen as cnhancod band width.

2.l Ferroelectric DRAM

The solution to compHcated tttmerlsional cell

stnlctures is use of feroelectHc matdals such as PZT as

capadtor insulator.By using PZT as the ferrodectHc

A¨ 2‐ 1

material, as well a^s highdlelectric material, n new

nonvolatile low power memory[3] is created, which operates

as a conventional DRAM in the power-on mode and as a
nonvolatile memory in the power-off mode. The

conventional Ferroelectric DRAMs suffer from low
endlrance drring readwrite operations. This approach can

remove such a &gradation as the imprint. The i&al
fenoelectric RAMs are also non-volatile, and low power

DRAMs without refresh operation.

2.2 Embedded DRAM[4]
A data transfer rate of 6.4 GB/s with a 8Mb test DRAM

chip was achieved The bank modrles, each with a capacity

of 256 kb amplifier, are casca&bly connected to form a 128-

bit-wi&, multi-bank DRAM mirro. This chip is aiming at

3-D computer graphic engines. Moreover, multilevel flash

memories will be important, in particular for large storage

applications, which also result in low power consumption
dre to suppressed chip size. However this approach will put
severer constraints on oxides.

3. SCALED MOS DEVICES
Due to.the strong demand for lower power consumption

in the nomadlc age, the supply voltage is redrced to 3.3 -1.5

V, resulting in the redrction of hot-canier effects. Thus,

more attention must be paid to "substrate engineering" of
&vice stnrctures, such as the punch through stopper, to
suppress the short-channel effects. In orfu to keep high'

performance under refuced supply voltage, it is important
to simultaneously suppress Vth lowering and keep Vth low.
Of course, the increase of subthreshold current dre to low
Vth must be overcome by circuits/architectures. The pocket

structure provifu low Vth and highly suppressed Vth
lowering

As the ultimate &vice stmcture of the substrate

engineering method much attention has recently been paid

to thin film SOI &vice stmctures. Although crystal qrality
problems remain, thin film SOI technology may be able to
provi& new low cost fabrication processes, as well as higher
performance and low power consumption dre to smaller or
negligible S/D capacitance. It will &astically change the
isolation process and the memory oell process. In artfition,
the single electron &vioes provi& very low power electronics

and very reliable memory &vices, which may lead to the

ultimate flash memories.

4. LOW POWER ELECTRONICS
Various constraints associated with lowering voltage,
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such as &rivability degradation andthe controllability of low
threshold voltage, have not been solved, thus implying the

need for new challenges to "low power electronics".

According to CMOS power dissipation eq.: P = k C

VDD] f + IDCVDD, supply voltage (VDD), load

capacitor (C), and subthreshold leakage current (IDC) should
be re<i.rced to suppress power dlssipation. The first term is
AC active and the second is DC stan&y power consumption.
Here. new low voltage devices and circuits are dlscussed from

the viewpoints of DRAM, subthreshod cunent, and post-

CMOS circuits (pass transistor logics).

4.1 Low Power Circuits
i) Standby power reduction

DC cunent ( subthreshold leakage current ) is effectively
redrced by applying switcheGpower-line schemes. In orfu
to maintain high spedeven in redrced supply voltages, Vth
must be scaled &wn with supply voltage. However, the
dastic (exponential) increase in suthreshold cunent occurs,

resulting in increase of power consumption. There are use

of thin film SOIs, which provi& subthreshold coefficient as

small as 65 mV/&c and low temperature operation to redrce

subthreshold cunent. As circuits techniqres, the following
ones are proposed[5]: 1) Self-reverse-biasing scheme, 2)

S witched-source-impedance scheme

As shown in Fig.4-1, a pMOS switching transistor is

inserted between the power supply-line VCH and the &iver
transistor's common-source terminal VCHL. The channel

witth of switching transistor is &signed to be comparable to
that of the &iver transistors. Thus, the switching transistor
limits IDC in the standby mo&, while maintaining high-

sp€d performance in the active mo&. The VCHL &creases

in the stan&y mode by AV related to the subthreshold

current in the pMOS transistors in the &iver circuits. The
AV acts as a self-reversing bias between the gate and source

of the pMOS transistors. Therefore, the subthreshold

current &creases exponentially. This scheme is consi&red
to be effective for LSIs comparable to 256 Mb DRAMs.

In irregular logic circuits, on the other hand the

switcheGsource-impe&nce scheme is effective. This
scheme red.rces IDC in the stan&y mo& in logic gates by
inserting switching transistors between the source terminals
of transistors in the subthreshold region and power supply
linqs, as shown in Fig.4-2. By combining the logic gates

of Figs.4-2 (aF(e), the switche$source-impedance scheme

can he applied to any logic circuits as long as the voltages of
its input signals in the standby mo& are predictable.

Furthermore, to redrce the subthreshold current in the active

motb, the hierarchical-power-line scheme which divides high-
density deco&d iterative circuits into many blocks and to
selectively supply power into many blocks in the active
nrode, has been proposed[6].

ii) Active power reduction
As low-power-circuit techniqres, which maintain high

performance even in power supply redrction, I ) light loaG

capacitance circuits such as pass transistor logics, 2t
relaxation of the operation frequency by parallelism such as

embe&d memories, and 3) small-voltage-swing signal

transmission have been proposed As another novel

approach, a charge recycle techniqre [7] is discussed, which
halves the operating voltage by recycling the charge from
one circuit block to the other.

The principle of the charge recycle refresh is shown in
Fig.4-3, compared with the conventional scheme. Repeating

these operations results in a data-line chmging cunent that is
about half the conventional charging curent, and thus the

small peak current can redlce the voltage bounce in the
power supply line.

4.2 Post CMOS -- LEAP
A new circuit technology named LEAP (lean integration

with pass transistors) was &veloped [8]. Pass-transistor

circuits have an inherent advantage, that is, both charging

and dflscharging can be done by a single transistor, ledng to
the smaller load capacitance. Therefore, complex functions
are achieved with a small number of transistors. In

contrast, both pMOS and nMOS are nee&d to charge and

discharge the load capacitance in conventional CMOS. In
actual uLSIs, however, pass-transistor logic has been used in
a small portion of arithmetic macros. The major reason for
this is that there is no established &sign methodology or
tools for forming general logic functions. We cleared this
hurdle by establishing the first topSwn pass transistor logic
design scheme called LEAP.

The function of a logic block is given in a hardvare

&scription language such as VHDL. Pass-transistor logic
circuits are then synthesized by the new tool Circuit Inventor.

He,re, a binary decision diagram, BDD, is intensively used

instead of conventional Boolean minimization, because the

function of pass-transistor logic, selecting one of two data

accordlng to the control signal, is a "binary &cision" itself
and suits the BDD. The Circuit Inventor refers to this pass-

transistor cell library, which consists of multiplexers. The

uniqre feature of this library is that it &es not inclu& the
more familiar cell functions, like NAND, or NOR. Those

functions are replaced by the multiplexers. The netlist
generated using the pass-transistor cells is used in automatic
placement and router to produce mask layout patterns.

One important issue to be clarified before using pass

transistors is whether they work un&r the lower suppty
voltages. The nMOS pass transistors are believed to have

poorer low-voltage performance than CMOS circuits, which
might raise doubt about future applicability. Although
the &lay becomes larger than that of the CMOS when we

redrce the supply voltage without redrcing the threshold
voltage, in realistic situations, LEAP is always faster than

CMOS. LEAP has been shown to be faster than CMOS if
the supply voltage is 2.7 times larger than the threshold
voltage, which has always been satisfied in real LSIs.
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Benchmark Tests of a 4b A&r/Subtracter show that

&lrry and power are improved by roughly 30-40 Vo. The

totul perforrnance-cost ratio, which is &fined as the prodrct

of these three figures, is three times as high as that of the

conventional CMOS circuits.

5. METALLIZATION -- Cu, Low e, and CMP
An Al monolayer is limited in the region of I pm dre to

stress migration. After that, Al-rare metal multilayers have

been used but electromigration is a limiting factor near 0.2

pm. In that case, there is a mixed use of multi-layers and

W. After that, Cu and grain-controlled Al will be important

tgl. In terms of stressmigration, in the submicron region,

monolayer AlSi and AlCuSi can not be used Even Cu has

poor stress migration reliability in the region less than 0.2

pm. Thub, layered Al and Cu are important. Metallization

technology, includlng CMP (Chemical Mechanical

Polishing), should be &veloped with application to logic

circuits, as well as to memories, in mind Furthermore,

interlevel delectric reliability and lower dflelectric constant e

(< 3) will be needed to achieve low power and higher

pertbrmance microprocessors.

6. CONCLUSIONS
An overview of new challenges to the coming GSI

technology was dlscussed in terms of low power and low

voltage in this paper. The key wor& are high performancg

high reliability, ild highly dversified GSI applications

un&r low cost and low power with customer satisfaction in
mind These technologies will be able to open the real

nomadic age at the beginning of 21st oentury. How can

we manage these inconsistent tra&offs? We will have to

cope with the new wave and a new paradgm, that are qrite

different from the simple down-scaling. Fortunately, such

new user-oriented systems as gitme softwares and chips, and

such multimedfla systems as "Karaoke" have already beert

&veloped These experiences encourage us to open the new

CSI era. Also with ne,w approaches to DA/CAD systems

includfing virtual factories, as well as GSI technologY, can

we pave the way for intelligent GSIs in the 21st century.
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Fig。 4-2 Switched― source‐ilnpedanceCMOS circuits
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Fig. 4-3 Principle of charge recycle operation


